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# This file is the author s own work and represents their interpretation 
of the song. You may only use this file for private study, scholarship, 
or research.
#------------------------------------------------------------------------#

* Song : APB
* By : GRANT LEE BUFFALO
* Words & Music by Grant Lee Phillips
* Tabbed by ; biglice33

---------------------------------------------------------
No tab for this one too ?! this is really sad  cause this song is so cool !! 
So I tried to make my own tab : if you have any comment, please, tell me ! :)
 hope you ll like it.
-sorry for the mistakes but I m not English-
---------------------------------------------------------

Standard tuning : EADGBe

[INTRO]

Em G A (x8)

[1st VERSE]

Em       Bm     Am
I put an apb on you tonight searchlights citywide
Em           Bm          Am
I flash your face upon the news at nine
Em        Bm            Am
I put the heat on high whatever I gotta do to find you
Em        Bm                         Am
Won t let fair-weather friends step in to hold ya back or blind you

[CHORUS]

G              Am
    I need you more than ever
G               Am
    You are the only one
G             Am
    Better be sure put out
Bm            Am
An all-points bulletin



Bm         Am
All-points bulletin

Em G A (x4) 

Em             Bm            Am
I gaze through infrared done lost my head a long long time ago
Em               Bm       Am
I ve got no hounds to sic upon your trail ya know
Em          Bm        Am
Just desperation on my breath I have to sit back stabilize
Em              Bm            Am
So I don t scare you when I m close enough to catch your eye

[CHORUS]

G              Am
    I need you more than ever
G               Am
    You are the only one
G             Am
    Better be sure put out
Bm            Am
An all-points bulletin
Bm         Am
All-points bulletin
Bm         Am
All-points bulletin

[VARIATION]

Em G A (x4) 
Em   Bm   Am
Em   Bm   Am

[CHORUS]

G              Am
    I need you more than ever
G               Am
    You are the only one
G             Am
    Better be sure put out
Bm            Am
An all-points bulletin
Bm         Am
All-points bulletin
Bm         Am



All-points bulletin

Then you do   Em G A    until the end...

_Enjoy !


